
Discover the Untold Stories of Growing Up In
The Great Migration
In the early 20th century, a profound movement reshaped the course of American
history - The Great Migration.

Millions of African Americans embarked on a transformative journey, leaving the
hardships of the South behind in search of better opportunities and a brighter
future in the North. Their stories of resilience, hardship, and triumph shape the
very fabric of America today.

The Origins of The Great Migration

The Great Migration was a mass exodus of African Americans from the rural
South to urban cities in the North, Midwest, and West between 1916 and 1970.
Driven by economic opportunities, escaping racial discrimination, and seeking
political freedom, this movement brought African Americans closer to the
realization of their dreams and aspirations.
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The effects of the Great Migration were far-reaching, fundamentally reshaping the
cultural, social, and economic landscape of both the Southern and Northern
United States. It not only transformed the lives of individuals and families who
undertook the journey, but also left a lasting impact on the cities they settled in.

Life in the North

For those who made the journey, life in the North was a stark contrast to what
they had known in the South. The urban centers of Chicago, New York, Detroit,
and other major cities became the hotspots for African American communities.
While the North offered better job prospects and a degree of freedom that was
rare in the Jim Crow South, the reality of life was not without its challenges.

Racial tensions were still deeply entrenched in Northern cities, with segregated
neighborhoods and limited opportunities for upward mobility. But African
Americans persevered, building vibrant communities and forging a path for future
generations.

Education and Cultural Renaissance

One of the most profound impacts of the Great Migration was its influence on
education and culture. Northern cities became hubs for African American
creativity, intellectual growth, and cultural expression. The Harlem Renaissance in
New York saw the emergence of an African American literary and artistic
movement that transformed the landscape of American art and literature.

Black intellectuals, artists, and writers flourished during this period, contributing
immensely to the rich tapestry of American culture. Figures such as Langston
Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, Jacob Lawrence, and Augusta Savage became the
voice of a generation, defying stereotypes and challenging societal norms
through their artistic brilliance.



A Sense of Community

Despite the challenges faced by African Americans in the North, the migration
fostered a sense of community and solidarity. Churches, social clubs, and civic
organizations became important pillars of support, offering guidance, resources,
and a sense of belonging to those who had left everything behind.

These community institutions played a vital role in empowering African Americans
and advocating for their rights. The civil rights movement gained momentum in
the North, driven by the energy, determination, and resilience of those who had
experienced the struggles of the Great Migration firsthand.

Legacy and Lasting Impact

The Great Migration shaped the destiny of African Americans, marking a turning
point in their long struggle for equality. It set the stage for subsequent
movements, such as the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 1960s, as well
as the continued fight for racial justice in the present day.

Growing up in the Great Migration was an experience that shaped the lives of
individuals in profound ways. It instilled resilience, determination, and a deep
sense of identity that continues to resonate with subsequent generations. The
stories of those who lived through this movement serve as a testament to the
human spirit and a reminder of the resilience and strength of marginalized
communities.

The Great Migration was a transformative chapter in American history, reshaping
the lives of millions of African Americans and leaving an indelible mark on the
fabric of society. It is through understanding the experiences of those who lived
through this movement that we can gain insight into the complexities of race,
identity, and the pursuit of the American Dream.



As we reflect on this remarkable period, let us continue to honor the legacy of
those who dared to dream and overcome, and strive for a more equitable and
inclusive future for all.
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In South Side Girls Marcia Chatelain recasts Chicago's Great Migration through
the lens of black girls. Focusing on the years between 1910 and 1940, when
Chicago's black population quintupled, Chatelain describes how Chicago's black
social scientists, urban reformers, journalists and activists formulated a
vulnerable image of urban black girlhood that needed protecting. She argues that
the construction and meaning of black girlhood shifted in response to major
economic, social, and cultural changes and crises, and that it reflected parents'
and community leaders' anxieties about urbanization and its meaning for racial
progress. Girls shouldered much of the burden of black aspiration, as adults often
scrutinized their choices and behavior, and their well-being symbolized the
community's moral health. Yet these adults were not alone in thinking about the
Great Migration, as girls expressed their views as well. Referencing girls' letters
and interviews, Chatelain uses their powerful stories of hope, anticipation and
disappointment to highlight their feelings and thoughts, and in so doing, she helps
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restore the experiences of an understudied population to the Great Migration's
complex narrative.
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